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Abstract (en)
The sea hand paddle consists of a compact slightly flexible flat base as its main body (1), whereon is embedded a mesh or normal smooth elastic
belt (2), in which the palm of the swimmer enters easily and steadily. The rear of the main body (1) ends up into an arm (3), at the two sides of which
are embedded respectively two flexible semi-rings (4), in which is easily ad steadily adjusted the forearm on the wrist of the swimmer. At the bottom
surface of the main body (1) are the ribs (5), for the enhancement of the resistance to exerted pressure on the sea hand paddle. The sea hand
paddle is an invention which helps swimmers of all ages to entertain themselves and enjoy swimming even more. It helps castaways to have better
control of the situation, save necessary physical power for their survival and it helps lifeguards to reach even faster swimmers in danger. The sea
hand paddle is lightweight, is placed and removed very easily and very fast in the hand of the swimmer.
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